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The various theories which have been advanced to explaln extlDctlon
appear, luperticial1y at least, to be unique. Yet a closer examination ot
thfte views revea18 many commonalltles which, it exploited, may permit
the development of a more general and adequate theory of extinction. Even
lOme ot the phraeeology i8 common or tranalatable. More important than
the common language is the constantly recurring concept that the extinction
proce88 18 adaptive. For example, Humphrey (6) and others talk about
the learning ot new expectancies when the old expectancies are no longer
confirmed. Hull (4) uses reactive and conditioned 1Dbibltion concepts to
explain how the organi8m learns to rest or not to respond when an old
reeponee ceases to reduce drives. According to Guthrie (2), a response
to a stimulus is extinguished when a new response i8 associated with that
stlmulus. Bugelski (1, p. 374) summar1zefJ the simUarities between the
various extlnctlon theories by saying, "Learning and extinction seem to be
different aspects of the same process.II

Indeed, most theories which purport to explain extinction do invoke
lOme kind of new learning. However, almost all extinction experiments
have been designed to record only the reduction in strength ot the old
response. BugeIskl (1, p. 369) says "... the point cannot be made too
strongly that most studies of extinction have ignored other behavior in
which the animal Indulges whlle undergoing extinction . . . . it we only
obeerve the original CR by means of some recording device, evidence of
other behavior replacing the old wlll not be forthcoming'" According to
most theorists, new learning occurs during the extinction ot an old response,
yet apparently none have attempted to provide evidence that new learntng
II actually occurtng.

It might well be that BUJrelskt has pointed the way toward an Inte
grative theory ot extinction. However, It learning and extinction are to be
constdered a8 two aspeets of the same process, experimental evidence must
be provided. In extinction experiments, responses other than the original
OR must be measured. The effect ot the addition of new adaptive responses
on the extinction ot an old OR must be investigated.

This paper reports data trom a larger investigation (6) whtch per
mitted the recording ot new responses during extinction training.

PROCEDURE
SwbJecl, au A,pGI"'GltI.t

The sa were 48 native rats. The apparatus was a box dtvided into
three compartments, the starting box. the response box, and the goal box.
The three compartments were separated by vertical sUding doors. The
responee box contained three manipulanda, a chain, and a horizontal bar
and a vertical bar, each of which, when operated under the appropriate
circumstances. caused the door to the goal box to open. When this door
opened the rat could enter the goal box, where a primary reward was placed.
8eJeetor swftehes eoabled the uperfmentor to determine which manlpulandum,
when operated, would open the door.

The electrical wiring ot the apparatus permitted automatic recordln«
of reeponee charaeterl8tl~ All manlpulandum respoD8e8 were fonowed by
• reI.,. click. .All re&pOD8efJ made on manlpulandum with eeleetor Int1tcll
"on" were followed by the cllek of a coanter.

PROOEDURE
After the tlrst day of prellmlnary tralnIn« the subJecbI were under

appronmately 21% hours' food and water deprivation. PreUmfDary traln
IDe, ldeDtleaJ for aD poupS, luted tor • U)'B.
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Acq8iaUfott TrtJmiftg

For all groups, acqulsitlon training began the day after Prellm1nar7
tra1n1ng ceased and lasted for 1 days. All manipulanda were uncovered
tor all trials, but only one manlpulandum was ICon"; consequentl7. a respo~

had to be made on the manJpolandum which was "on" in order to open
the door to the goal box.

The Ss were assigned to three groups of 16 each. Acqulstlon train
ing varied between groups in that Group 1 was trained on one manipulandum.
Groop 2 on two manipulanda, and Group 3 on three manipulanda. All
groups were given 00 reintorced trials. I:!"or Group 1 chain pulling was
reintorced 90 times; tor Group 2 each of chain pulUng and bar pressing
was reintorced 45 times; tor Group 3 each of chain pulllng, bar pressing
and bar pushing was reinforced 30 times. For Groups 2 and 8 the manl
pulandum designated to operate was predetermined, and no regular pattern
was followed.

On each acquisition trial, the rat was placed in the starting box and
the door from the starting box was opened. When the response appro
priate for that trial was made the door to the goal box opened. The rat
entered the goal box and remained in it for 20 seconds. After the com
pletion of the r~ulred number of trials for the day, food and water were
placed in the home cages tor 10 minutes.

E~tinction. Training

Extinction training began the day after acquisition training was com
pleted. The extinction procedure was identical for all groups. Each rat
was given 10 two-minute spaced extinction trials per day. Extinction
training was continued in to-trial dally sessions until the criterion of
four consecutive two-minute trials with no responses on appropriate
manipulanda was met on two successive days.

Since all manipulanda were uncovered during all acquisition and ex
tinction trials, it was possible for the rat to make responses on a mani
pulandum other than the one designated to operate. A response made on
a manipulandum which, during acquist1on, was sometimes instrumental tor
that particular rat in opening the door to the goal box, Is referred to as
an "appropriate" response. Responses made on manlpolanda which were
never associated with primary reinforcement are called Ifirrelevant" re
sponses. Since Group 3 received acquisition training on all three manl
pulanda, there were no irrelevant responses for this group, For Group
1 there were two manlpulanda on which Irrelevant responses could be made,
whlle Group 2 could make irrelevant responses on only one manlpulandum.

RESULTS

During acquisition, irrelevant responses, I. e., responses made on
manlpulanda never associated with primary reinforcement, were very rare
and occurred early in acqulsftlon training. It would seem real!lOnable to
explain these few Irrelevant responses In terms of the random aettvtty of
rats deprived of food and water for 21% hours. During extlnctlon, however,
the numhber of Irrelevant responses was too large to be accounted for In
terms of random aetfvity.

The number and dlstrlbutfon of irrelevant responle8 during extinction
Is of primarJ Interest In relation to Bogel.kl'. suggestion. Table 1 preMDb
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TABLE I

MIJAN8 AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR APPROPRIATE AND
IRRELEVANT RESPONSES DURING EXTINCTION TRIALS

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Appropriate Mean 257.31 631.13 1105.44
J'MI)OI18e& 8. D. 194.50 322.25 83C).91

Irrele't'ant Mean 74.2rS 15.60
responses S. D. ~7.615 19.74

Total Mean 331.M 646.73 1100.44

rNPOn8e8 S. D. 224.81 336.59 83C).91

the means and standard deviation tor both the appropriate and irrelevant
J'e8J)Onaea during extinction. Tbe fact that the mean number of irrelevant
responses recorded for Group 1 is as high as 74.25 would seem to have
both theoretical and methodological significance. Finre 1 is a vincent
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VItGN11ZCD UTINCTK*
Flo. 1. Me1ln number of irrelevant responses per vincent trial made by 32

rats (Groups 1 and 2) dUring extinction. Group 1 had two mani
polandum upon which irrelevant responses could be made.
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curve showing the mean number of Irrelevant responses made per tenth
of extinction by the rats in Groups 1 and 2. The curve indlcate8 that.
in general, irrelevant responses first increased and then decreued as ex
tinction training proceeded. The mean number of irrelevant responses per
vincent trial started at 3.36, increased to 6.47, and terminatel at 2.09

DISCUSSION
This experiment differs from most Investigations of extinction in that

irrelevant responses were recorded. Instead of recording only the decrement
in the original CR, observations were made concerning new activity in
which the animals Indulged. However, the research was not designed to
investigate irrelevant responses per Ie and permits only tentative conclusions
eoncernlng them.

Probably the most Interssting aspect of these data is the distribution
of irrele\"ant responSf>S durinJr extinction. ~~igure 1 indicates that the
number of irrelevant responses Increased during the first three-tenths of
the extinction trials. The initial rise in number of irrelevant responses
would seem indicative of the ordinary acquisition process. Apparently,
when the old CR was no longer reinforced, the rat again indulged in random
activity which bad ~n llmitM wben the R\ll'eeRsful CR had been estabUshed.
During the random activity. the new manipulandum, i. e., manlpulandum
never associated with }lrimary reinforcement, was operated. Operation of
any manipulandum caused a click to occur. The click had previously been
followed by primary reinforcement so probably had aC(luired secondary
reinforcing value. Because of the secondary reinforcement, the S learned
to operate the new manlpulnndum. However, since no primary reinforce
ment was provided. the click would nadually lose ItR secondary rein
fordng value, and the new manipulnndum response would be abandoned.
The subsequent decline in numlK:'r of irrelevant responses apparent in
Figure 1, is thus explicable.

This analysis Is not at variance with suggestions made by. Bugelskl
0, p. 378). He points out that during extinction training "no new source.
of reinforcement are provided; no new response is singled out; the animal
way learn a succession of reactions, none of which is repeated frequently
enough· to become established." In our experiment secondary reinforcement
was provided temporarily and new responses were singled out. It Is most
unfortunate, howe"er, that no records were kept of what the rat did when
he ceased to make manipulandum responses. The records of the mani
rmlandum responses do, however, seem to provide rather definite evidence
that when the rat was lenrnlng not to make the old en he waR also learning
to make a new response.

Tht> larJre number of irrelevant manipulandum responses provide evidence
supporting BUgard's (3, p. 116) statement that "careful observation often re
"eals that the subject is not merely withholding the conditioned response but
instead is actively engnged in doln~ something else." Had that Bome
thing else been reinforced, It is probable that the number of CR'A made until
the extinction criterion was reached would have appreciably diminished.

The availability of irrelevant or additional responses has been dis
('ussed from the methodological point of view elsewhere (7). It would seem
that two extinction studies may not be eomparable if the avallablltty of
responses other than the CR dittered.

Although the data presented In this paper seem to support the
hypothesis that learning and extinction are two aspects of the same process,
further Investigation is required. For example. if this hypothesis Is tenable,
a situation in which a new adaptive response Is avatlable, when compared
with the usual extinction situation, should produce rather rapid elimination
of acquisition of the old and new CR's, as well as comparisons between
of a non-reinforced CR. Also comparisons are needed concerning the rate
the rate of acquisition and rate of extlnetlon of the same CR.
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8UIOlARY

BaplMJ nu-ted that aD inteerated theol'7 of ut1Dctlon mlPt be
~le it leam1D. ,.nd extinction were COIUIldered u two upecta of the
-.me proceu. He pobl~ out that in most studies of extinction experl
mentera bave Ignored other behavior 1D wblch the animal indulges. Our
a:perlment permitted the recording ot "jrrelevut" responaes made on
mantpulanda wblch had not been relntorced during acqulsltlon. The number
of theae irrelevant re8J)OD8e8 at tl1'8t lncreued. aa would be upected In
an acquialtlon situation. and then decreased, as would be expected. In
extinction. Theee data seem to support Buge1BId's suggestlona. The 1rre1e
"ant rMpOnae phenomenon, which hal not yet been speclt1call7 Inv88tlgated,
would .-eem to have theoretical and methodological slgnWcance.
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